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Abstract—Self-adapting conformal antennas for changing
spherical surfaces are investigated in this work. More specifically,
the theory on the relationship between the radius of the spherical
surface, element spacing of the conformal array and required
phase compensation is developed. Initially, for theoretical valida-
tion, a 4 4 phased array antenna is assembled with individual
microstrip antennas used as the radiators at 2.47 GHz. Each an-
tenna is connected to a commercially available voltage controlled
phase shifter with identical SMA cables and then each phase
shifter is connected to a port on a sixteen-way power divider. This
phased-array antenna allows for convenient placement of indi-
vidual patches on the spherical surface and precise phase control.
For further validation, a second 4 4 phased-array antenna with
embedded phase shifters and a sensing circuit is manufactured.
The sensing circuit is used to measure the radius of curvature of
the spherical surface and use this information to autonomously
apply the appropriate phase compensation, based on the previous
theoretical developments, to recover the radiation pattern of the
array for different spherical surfaces at 2.47 GHz. Overall, good
agreement between theory, simulation and experimental data
is shown and that it is possible to recover the radiation pattern
autonomously.

Index Terms—Conformal antennas, microstrip arrays, phased
arrays, spherical arrays.

I. INTRODUCTION

C ONFORMAL antennas are used in many applications
where unique antenna placement is required. This may

include the integration of an antenna on a vehicle or aircraft
[1]–[5], circular arrays for wider coverage than planar antennas
[6]–[8], textile antennas for systems being integrated into a
wearable wireless network [9]–[12] or unique composites for
embedding the antenna into a structure for load-bearing pur-
poses [13]. For many of these applications, antenna systems are
required to operate with greater radiation efficiency, more adap-
tive beam-forming capabilities, cost effective RF electronics
and structural robustness and furthermore, these requirements
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are to be met in complex radiation environments that include
multiple radiators and changing or vibrating surfaces. Because
of the complex nature of these applications, many new research
areas on E-textile conductors [14], metalized fibers [15] and
embroidered RF circuits [16] have been developed. The results
from these efforts have been very useful and have addressed
many of the problems associated with physically implementing
conformal antennas; however, the radiation properties of these
conformal antennas can be severely degraded due to unwanted
surface deformations [17]–[19].
Previous work has shown that with appropriate active and

passive mechanical dampening [5], actuators [20], mechanical
steering [21], [22] and voltage amplitude and phase compen-
sation [17], [23]–[31] the radiation pattern can be improved as
the shape of a conformal antenna changes. More specifically,
the work in [5] mentions the use of reinforcement and active
shape control at various global and local levels for compensa-
tion while the actuators in [20] are used to change the orientation
of parasitic elements of an array to compensate for different ra-
diation environments. However, with the exception of the array
in [17], these compensation techniques can be quite complicated
because micro-servos, sophisticated control techniques, exten-
sive signal processing and unique RF circuitry are required.
The objective of this work is to develop a cost-effective self-

adapting conformal antenna array that can autonomously pre-
serve the radiation pattern as the spherical surface that the an-
tenna is attached too changes radius . An illustration of the
problem being considered is shown in Fig. 1. The self-adapting
antenna array being developed here includes a unique theo-
retical approach that will describe the phase behavior of an-
tenna arrays on spherical surfaces in terms of the spherical shape
and element spacing. It will be shown that by deriving a rela-
tionship between the radius of the spherical surface, element
spacing and the phase behavior of the radiated wave, a compact
inexpensive sensor circuit can be designed and implemented
(using this relationship) into the layout of a conformal antenna
to autonomously preserve the radiation pattern. Furthermore,
this work is different from [17] because the theory developed in
[17] is restricted to 1-D surfaces (i.e., singly curved surfaces).
The research here is in a much more general setting that in-
cludes 2-D conformal surfaces (i.e., double curved surfaces).
Moreover, the theory developed here can be used in many more
applications than the theory in [17]. Some of these applications
include 1) the vibrating fuselage of an aircraft, 2) protective
clothing that moves on search and rescue personnel, 3) surfaces
in environments that may deform due to drastic temperature
changes (i.e., spacecraft) and 4) moving surfaces on vehicles.
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Fig. 1. Illustration of the self-adapting array on a sphere with radius .

II. SELF-ADAPTING ANTENNA ARRAYS ON
DOUBLY CURVED SURFACES

In this paper, the theoretical derivations will be for a general
array on a spherical surface; however, for illustration the

4 4 array defined in Fig. 1 will be considered. Furthermore, it
will be assumed that the desired radiation is in the z-direction,
that the spherical surface is nonconducting (i.e., styrofoam) and
that the corrected radiation pattern is defined to be the pattern
with lobes and nulls comparable to the analytical computations.
Similar derivations can be carried out for arrays with an odd
number of elements on a side (i.e., a 5 5 array).

A. Phase Compensation Derivations

Each element of the array on the spherical surface in Fig. 1
is shown as a black dot with an element spacing of and
in the x- and y-directions, respectively. One method for estab-
lishing radiation in the z-direction is to ensure that each field
component from the antenna elements on the sphere arrive at
the reference plane with the same phase, where the reference
plane is parallel to the x-y plane. This will essentially create a
broad-side radiation pattern to the reference plane.
To introduce the required phase for radiation in the z-direc-

tion, voltage controlled phase shifters can be used to individ-
ually adjust the voltage phase feeding each antenna element.
More specifically, the amount of phase to be introduced by the
phase shifters is equal and negative to the amount of phase in-
troduced by the propagation of each field from the antenna el-
ements on the sphere to the reference plane. In other words,
a positive phase will be introduced by the voltage controlled
phase shifters to cancel the negative phase that is introduced
by the wave propagating toward the reference plane. This will
then result in field components from each antenna element ar-
riving at the reference plane with the same phase or zero relative
phase shift between elements at the reference plane. Therefore,
to compute the amount of phase introduced by the propagation
from individual elements toward the reference plane, the dis-
tance from the antenna elements to the reference plane must be
determined.
This distance can be determined by first considering the

top view of the array on the spherical surface in Fig. 2. The
view shows the antenna elements on the sphere denoted as
through placed in equi-phase rings which are illustrated

Fig. 2. (Top) View of Fig. 1 from the z-axis, showing the antenna elements
on the sphere and the equi-phase rings (the sphere is underneath the reference
plane) and (cross-sectional view) phase shift due to surface curvature for the
adaptive array.

as dotted rings. The equi-phase rings are used to group the
elements in the array that require the same amount of phase
compensation. The rings can also be thought of as the elements
that are at the same latitude on the spherical surface. The
distance from the origin to each element along the surface of
the sphere can be written in terms of the element spacing in the
following manner:

(1)

where is the row and is the column
location of each antenna element with . This dis-
tance can also be understood by imagining the array on a flat
surface with element spacing and . Equation (1) can then
be used to compute the distance along the flat substrate from
the origin to each antenna element. Then, by placing this flat
antenna array on the surface of the sphere, the inter-element
spacing along the substrate is still the same and can be computed
using (1). Except when the array is on the sphere, the distance is
an arc length. Therefore, the following expression can be used
to determine the angle (measured from the z-axis) that
describes the location of each element on the sphere:

(2)

Next, the reference plane is defined to be at the top of the
upper-hemisphere with radius in Fig. 1. The reference plane in
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Fig. 1 is drawn above the upper-hemisphere for illustration pur-
poses only. A cross section of this definition is shown in Fig. 2.
The point at which the equi-phase ring intersects the x-z plane
is denoted as a black dot surrounded by a dashed ring. Since the
antenna elements in the same equi-phase ring are the same dis-
tance from the reference plane (i.e., at the same latitude), a cross
section of the problem can be considered for simplicity and the
distance of the x-z intersection of each ring to the projection
plane can be computed. Furthermore, since the equi-phase rings
are centered about the origin, the distance from the z-axis to the
x-z intersection of the rings along the sphere (i.e., arc length)
can be computed using (1). Once this length is known, the an-
gles in Fig. 2, where 1, 2, 3 or 4, can be computed using
(2). It should be noted that because of symmetry, several com-
binations of and will give the same value of . When
considering the computation of in Fig. 2,
and will give the same values (as illustrated
with in Fig. 2).
Next, the distance in Fig. 2 can be computed as

(3)

where , 2, 3 or 4. Then, the phase introduced by the prop-
agation of the field from the antenna element in each equi-phase
ring to the reference plane can be computed as

(4)

Therefore, the appropriate phase compensation (i.e., the phase
to be introduced by the voltage controlled phase shifters) for
each ring to ensure that each field arrives at the reference plane
with the same phase can be computed as

(5)

Equation (5) is a relationship between the element spacing of the
array on the sphere, the radius of the sphere and the number of
elements on the sphere. Equation (5) will be used next to design
a sensing circuit for determining the radius of curvature of the
sphere and apply the appropriate phase compensation to recover
the radiation pattern of the array autonomously.

B. The Sensing Circuit

For demonstration and measurement validation purposes,
two 4 4 microstrip phased-array antenna prototypes were
designed for placement on various spherical surfaces (i.e.,
placement on doubly curved surfaces). The sensing circuit will
be embedded into the design of one of the 4 4 phased-array
antenna prototypes. The center frequency will be 2.47 GHz and
the element spacings will be and . For
these spacings, the normalized phase compensation between
the four equi-phase rings versus radius of curvature was
computed using (5) and is shown in Fig. 3(a). Ring 4 was used
as a reference phase to compute . The phase shifters
used for this work were manufactured by Hittite Microwave
Corporation [32] (part number: HMC928LP5E). To compute
the required voltage to control the phase shifter as changes, a
linear approximation of the phase-shift versus control voltage

was used. In particular, for the fol-
lowing linear approximation was used to analytically compute

Fig. 3. (a) Required inter-element ring phase shift for different spherical radius
values and (b) a schematic of the sensor circuit ( ,

and k ).

the normalized phase shift from the Hittite phase shifter (in
degrees):

(6)

Equation (6) was determined experimentally with a series of
measurements and the accuracy was checked by comparing the
computed values to the data sheet of the phase shifter.
can then be computed by using (5) and the required control
voltage from the sensing circuit can be computed from (6). This
then resulted in the equivalent circuit shown in Fig. 3(b) where
the gain resistor was connected between pins 1 and 8. Finally,
the sensing circuit was fabricated and connected to a connec-
torized Hittite phase shifter for evaluation. The flexible resis-
tive sensor, manufactured by Spectra Symbol [33], was then at-
tached to three commercially available nonconducting spheres
with cm, 30.48 cm and 38.1 cm and the phase shift
introduced by the Hittite phase shifter was then measured with
a network analyzer. The results from these measurements are
shown to agree with the analytical computations in Fig. 3(a).
The phase shift for ring 1 is only shown. To introduce the re-
quired control voltages for rings 1–4, ring 1 was connected to
the sensor circuit, ring 4 was connected to 2.8 V and three resis-
tors were connected (to provide voltage division) between rings
1 and 2, 2 and 3, and 3 and 4. This then provided the required
voltages at each ring simultaneously throughout the antenna de-
sign to apply the appropriate phase compensation.

III. THE 4 4 CONFORMAL ANTENNA ARRAY TEST
PLATFORM DESIGN

A. Configuration

To validate the theoretical developments in the previous sec-
tion, the antenna test platform in Fig. 4(a) was constructed. The
elements of the array consisted of individual microstrip patches
designed to operate at 2.47 GHz with a spacing of . Each
patch was printed on a single grounded Rogers 5880 RT/duroid
substrate ( , ) [34] with a thickness of
1.575 mm. Then each element was connected to a commercially
available connectorized voltage controlled phase shifter man-
ufactured by Hittite Microwave corporation [this is the same
phase shifter used for the measurements in Fig. 3(a)] with iden-
tical SMA cables (i.e., same length and electrical properties).
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Fig. 4. (a) Diagram of the 4 4 phased-array antenna test platform
and (b) picture of the antenna test platform being measured in the anechoic
chamber on a spherical surface with a radius of cm.

Fig. 5. (a) Analytical and measured (a) uncorrected and (b) corrected patterns
at 2.47 GHz in the y-z plane for the antenna test platform on a spherical surface
with a radius of cm.

Each phase shifter was then connected to a 16 way power di-
vider. The normalized phase compensation values (with ring 4
as the reference) were then computed using (5) and determined
to be , and . This
meant that all the elements in equi-phase ring 1 were fed with a
phase of 284.1 , all the elements in ring 2 were fed with a phase
of 164.1 and the elements in ring 3 were fed with a phase of
34.1 . This test platform was developed to validate the expres-
sion in (5) without the affects of the sensor circuit or microstrip
feed network.

B. Pattern Correction Results

A picture of the test platform being measured (in a calibrated
anechoic chamber) in the x-z and y-z planes on a nonconducting
styrofoam sphere is shown in Fig. 4(b) for cm.
The y-z plane results from these measurements are shown in
Fig. 5(a) and (b). The x-z plane results were similar and ob-
tained in the same manner as the y-z plane results by rotating
the sphere with the test platform attached.
Next, the following expressions for the radiation pattern of a

spherical array reported in [7] were used to compute the analyt-
ical results in Fig. 5(a) and (b):

(7)

where is the phase compensation term of the th
equi-phase ring with element and computed using
(5). Equation (7) assumes a spherical coordinate system
where , , ,

, is the elevation steering angle, is
the azimuth steering angle and is the complex weighting
function. Each complex weighting function was defined as

where the expressions reported in [35] for a
rectangular microstrip antenna were used as element patterns

. The uncorrected results in Fig. 5(a) are the radiation
patterns in the y-z plane with the voltage on each phase shifter
set to the same value. This means that the field radiated from
each element has a similar phase and no phase compensation
has been implemented. The results in Fig. 5(b) are applying
the appropriate phase compensation to rings 1–3. Overall,
reasonable agreement between the analytical and measured
uncorrected and corrected radiation pattern can be observed in
Fig. 5(a) and (b). This indicates that the computations using
(5) are correct and that the radiation pattern of a conformal
antenna can be corrected with a simple analytical expression. It
should also be mentioned that similar agreement between the
measured and analytically computed uncorrected and corrected
patterns was observed in the x-z plane.

IV. THE 4 4 SELF-ADAPTING ARRAY DESIGN

A. Layout of the Autonomous Adaptive Array

A4 4 phased-arraymicrostrip antenna prototypewith inter-
element spacings of and was de-
signed next. The array topology is shown in Fig. 6(a). The flex-
ible substrate chosen was a Rogers 6002 RT/duroid substrate
( , ) with a thickness of 0.508 mm
[34]. This antenna array included the same Hittite voltage con-
trolled phase shifters and sensing circuit reported in Section II
embedded into the design. By keeping the spacing similar to the
spacing used in the computations in Fig. 3(a), the sensing cir-
cuit in Fig. 3(b) could be directly embedded into the prototype
design.

B. Measurement Results

1) Spherical Surface With cm: The prototype an-
tenna was first placed on a styrofoam spherical surface with a
radius value of cm and the corrected and uncorrected
S-parameters and radiation patterns were measured (in a cali-
brated anechoic chamber) in both the x-z and y-z planes. The
unnormalized phase compensation values were again computed
using (5) and determined to be , ,

and . This means that elements
, , and had a phase compensation of , ,
, and had a phase compensation of , , ,
and had a phase compensation of and , ,
and had a phase compensation of . A picture of

the prototype antenna attached to a spherical surface with
cm is shown in Fig. 6(b). The results from these measure-

ments in the y-z plane are shown in Figs. 7 and 8. Patterns with
similar geometry (due to symmetry) were also observed in the
x-z plane. The gain improvement , which is the difference
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Fig. 6. (a) Drawing of the 4 4 prototype antenna and (b) an image of the array
prototype being measured in the anechoic chamber on a spherical surface with
a radius of cm ( mm, mm, mm,

mm, mm, mm, mm, mm,
mm, mm, mm, mm, mm,
mm, mm, mm, mm, mm,
mm, mm, mm, mm, mm,
mm, mm, mm and mm).

Fig. 7. Measured S-parameters for the prototype on a spherical surface with a
radius of cm.

between the corrected and uncorrected cases, at 2.47 GHz are
shown in Table I. A 2.6 dBi improvement in gain was observed.

Fig. 8. Analytical, measured and simulated (a) uncorrected and (b) corrected
patterns at 2.47 GHz in the y-z plane for the prototype on a spherical surface
with a radius of cm.

TABLE I
GAIN IMPROVEMENT VALUES FOR THE SELF-ADAPTING ARRAY

Next, the antenna prototype was simulated in HFSS [36]
on the nonconducting styrofoam spherical surface with

cm. Again, the phase compensation was computed
using (5). The uncorrected and corrected radiation pattern from
these computations are also shown in Fig. 8. Overall, good
agreement between HFSS simulations and measurements can
be observed. Furthermore, the gain improvement computed
by HFSS is also shown in Table I and fair agreement with the
measurements can be observed.
Then, the analytical computations computed by (7) for the

antenna test platform were performed here for further valida-
tion. The results from these efforts are also shown in Fig. 8 with
overall good agreement. It should also be mentioned that agree-
ment between measurements, simulations and analytical com-
putations was also observed in the x-z plane.
2) Spherical SurfaceWith cm: Next, the prototype

4 4 array with the embedded sensor circuit was attached to
a nonconducting styrofoam spherical surface with a radius of

cm. The antenna and spherical surface was then again
placed in the calibrated anechoic chamber and the patterns in
the x-z and y-z planes were measured. The phase compensation
values were computed using (5) and determined to be

, , and . The
results from these measurements are shown in Figs. 9 and 10.
Again, the antenna prototype was simulated in HFSS on the

styrofoam sphere with cm and with the phase com-
pensation computed using (5). The uncorrected and corrected
radiation pattern from these computations are also shown in
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Fig. 9. Measured S-parameters for the prototype on a spherical surface with a
radius of cm.

Fig. 10. Analytical, measured and simulated (a) uncorrected and (b) corrected
patterns at 2.47 GHz in the y-z plane for the prototype on a spherical surface
with a radius of cm.

Fig. 10 and overall good agreement between HFSS simulations
and measurements can be observed. The gain improvement
computed by HFSS is also shown to agree in Table I with
measurements.
The analytical computations were also compared to measure-

ments in Fig. 10. Good agreement can be observed. As with the
previous case for cm, similar agreement between
measurements, simulations and analytical computations was ob-
served for the x-z plane.
The S-parameter results in Figs. 7 and 9 show that a 10 dB

match can be achieved over the band where the maximum
valuesweremeasured. Furthermore, theS-parametersweremea-
sured with the receiving antenna along the z-axis of the sphere
measuring . By comparing the values for the uncorrected
andcorrectedcases, anoticeable increase ingaincanbeobserved.
For ametric ofmeasuring the gain improvement of the prototype
array, a1dBgain improvementbandwidth (BW)wasdefined,de-
noted as dB. For cm, dB MHz

Fig. 11. Plot of the half-power beamwidth and side-lobe level for various inter-
element spacing values.

and for cm, dB MHz. These values
illustrate that a gain improvement of at least 1 dB is occurring
over much of the BW of the array.

C. Bandwidth Study

Finally, to further illustrate the bandwidth of the proposed
phase-compensation method, the half-power beamwidth
(HPBW) and Side-lobe levels (SLL) were computed for a 4
4 array on a spherical surface with cm and an

inter-element spacing of and . More
specifically, two cases were investigated. For case 1, the inter-el-
ement spacing was the same as the spacing for the results in
Figs. 7–10. Then, using (6), the phase compensation was com-
puted at 2.47GHz (aswith the spacing) and the source frequency
was varied from1.5GHz to 3.5GHz.HPBWandSLLswere then
computed using (7) and these computations are shown in Fig. 11.
It should be noted that for these computations, the spacing and
phase compensation (computed at 2.47 GHz) were fixed in (7)
and did not change with the source frequency. For case 2, the
inter-element spacing and phase compensation changed with
the source frequency and were not fixed. The HPBW and SLL
computations using (7) are also shown in Fig. 11.
Case 1 was a study on how the radiation properties of the

array change for an antenna with fixed phase compensation and
spacing. This may be a design that is already manufactured
and attached to a spherical surface and the spacing cannot be
changed or the compensation if fixed. The results in Fig. 11
show that a trade-off between the HPBW and SLL exists as
the frequency varies from the center frequency of 2.47 GHz.
For frequencies below 2.47 GHz, the HPBW increases (i.e., be-
comes less directive) and the SLL decreases (i.e., the side-lobes
decrease) and for frequencies above 2.47 GHz, the HPBW de-
creases (i.e., becomes more directive) and the SLL increases
(i.e., the side-lobes increase).
Case 2 was studied to illustrate how the HPBW and SLL can

be controlled by dynamically controlling the phase compensa-
tion and spacing of the array as the source frequency varies. The
results show that the trade-off between HPBW and SLL is not
as pronounced around the center frequency of 2.47 GHz.

V. OVERALL DISCUSSION

The useful results of this research are summarized next:
1) The sensing circuit measurements in Fig. 3 show that a
prototype sensor circuit can be used to measure the radius
of curvature of a spherical surface and use this information
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to apply the appropriate phase compensation. By using the
analytical computations in (5), this compensation can be
applied autonomously.

2) The pattern results in Fig. 5 show that the appropriate phase
compensation can be analytically computed from the in-
formation on the shape of the sphere and antenna layout
parameters (i.e., element spacing).

3) The S-parameter results in Figs. 7 and 9 demonstrate that
good matching can be preserved over the 1 dB gain im-
provement BW for both radius of curvature values. Fur-
thermore, it is shown that the gain is mostly improved near
the designed operating frequency of 2.47 GHz.

4) The results in Table I and Figs. 8 and 10 show an overall
agreement betweenmeasurements, simulations and analyt-
ical computations. However, some of the discrepancy be-
tween the results are believed to be due to the mutual cou-
pling between elements. This coupling can be especially
noticeable on conformal surfaces [37]. On the other hand,
it has also been shown that it is possible to embed a simple
sensor circuit into the design of a conformal antenna and
use this circuit to efficiently measure the surface of the
array and autonomously apply the appropriate phase com-
pensation for radiation pattern recovery.

5) Finally, the amount of allowable beamwidth and side-lobes
vary by application and the results in Fig. 11 can be used
to help define the bandwidth of the phase compensation
method.

VI. CONCLUSION

Simple analytical phase compensation expressions in terms
of the antenna array design parameters and spherical surface
geometries have been derived here for the purpose of devel-
oping an autonomous self-adapting phased-array conformal an-
tenna prototype. Initially, the phase compensation expressions
were validated experimentally at 2.47 GHz with a precisely
controlled 4 4 phased-array antenna test platform with indi-
vidual microstrip antenna elements and voltage controlled phase
shifters. After this agreement between the analytical expressions
and the measurements was demonstrated, a 4 4 antenna pro-
totype with an embedded sensor and phase-compensation cir-
cuitry was developed at 2.47 GHz. The sensor circuit was de-
signedwith the new expressions presented in this paper and used
to measure the spherical surface geometries and apply the ap-
propriate phase compensation values for cm and
30.48 cm. Overall, it was shown with measurements, simula-
tions and analytical computations that the correct sensor circuit
could be designed and used to autonomously recover the radia-
tion pattern of the 4 4 microstrip array on two different spher-
ical surfaces.
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